
2017 Grenache Rosé 
Proudly Grown, Produced and Bottled on our Santa Ynez Valley estate

Overview  Deliciously dry, this pale beauty crafted from  
   early ripening Grenache is an elegant   
   companion to  bouillabaisse, quiche or a   
   great grilled cheese sandwich.
.....................................................................................................
Blend  100% Grenache
.....................................................................................................
Specs  12.0% Alcohol, 3.15 pH, 6.3 g/L acidity
.....................................................................................................
Production 164 cases bottled December 2017
.....................................................................................................

In the Vineyard
Grenache grows a big crop and generally results in the need to do a “green drop” of excess fruit that is 
behind in ripening. Beginning in 2016, we decided to try a “reverse green drop” to balance the vine and to 
use those gorgeous clusters. Rather than dropping those clusters that are behind in ripening, we pick 
those that are ahead, and these are the grapes used for this very provençal-styled dry Rosé.

The Vintage
Although some nice rain in the winter replenished soils, we remain in a “moderate drought” condition. 
Warm springtime temperatures were coupled with higher than normal humidity, followed by high winds, 
but grape-set was good for Grenache. Sustained triple-digit heat waves throughout the summer accelerat-
ed ripening, and the 2.78 tons of Grenache for Rosé was harvested at dawn’s first light on September 20 
at 20.7° brix. 

Winemaking
The clusters were carefully chosen by a select group of the harvest crew at first light, and then put direct-
ly into the press as whole clusters. A light “squeeze” created some juice/skin contact, and then after only 
one hour, the grapes were pressed to cold stainless steel. After settling, the juice was inoculated with 
GRE yeast and underwent a long, cold ferment and remained in steel. A few gallons of the saignée from 
the Grenache Noir was added for a bit of color, and malo-lactic fermentation was inhibited. The wine was 
cross-flow filtered and then bottled on December 9, 2017.  Vegan.

Tasting Notes
A pale salmon color glistens in the glass, inviting a swirl. Delicate aromas of wild strawberry and almond 
blossom lead to a crisp and zesty palate full of citrus peel, summer watermelon and raspberry, overlaid 
with crisp minerally notes and a hint of garden herb.
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